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Da?ly Kas Off Road Safar? Tour

Safari, Hiking, Body Rafting
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : Da?ly Kas Off Road Safar? Tour

Lunch Included

We will pick you up from your hotel and depart to Saklikent which is known as the longest Canyon in
Turkey. Besides ,starting with Kas, our Saklikent tour have an intense program,  the tour have a different
concept from others. We wait adventurist and free-spirited guest for this memorable tour. You will back to
your childhood because of the tour which start with water fight in the village and also we will offer tea in the
same village after this funny war. Then you will walking in the Canyon with the guide . this enjoyable hiking
experience is just the beginning of the end. We will continue with full of adrenalin. The next experience is
called bodyrafting what swim in floading river . And after loss of energy ,time is lunch and break time. ?f
you want you can join Tubing ( funny rafting) and you can surf in the river. As visiting ?mportant Patara and
Xanthos Ancient Cities we will continue the adventure. And our last station is Kaputaj Beach.After the tour
return to hotel.
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we look forward to seeing you in the future on another Tour.
Have a safe trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes

Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
1 lunch
Transportation in a fully air-conditioned, non-smoking coach
Pick up from your hotel
Drop back to your hotel
Guided Daily Kas Off Road Safari Tour

Excludes

Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

1 days

TOUR ID

23630



Routes

Available On Dates

9 December, 2020 - 31 March, 2022 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday


